Nowadays, number of software system has been implemented as web-based applications. These web applications are very complex. It is very difficult to test such complex web applications. Automation testing uses automation tools to reduce human intervention and repeatable tasks. In this paper we have designed and implemented automation testing framework for testing web applications. This new automation testing framework has been implemented using selenium WebDriver tool. Using this framework tester can easily write their test cases efficiently and in less time. Tester need not to study the selenium webdriver tool in detail. This framework is helpful to developer to analyze their code due to screen shot property of framework. This framework produces the customized test report to tester. It is very easy to maintain and repair the test suite for new release of the application using this framework.
Introduction
The goal of software testing is to find defects in software as early as possible. Software testing consumes 30 to 60 percent of all life cycle cost, depending on product criticality and complexity [1] .With the development of internet technologies, web applications became more popular. Nowadays large number of software systems has been implemented as web applications. The quality of these web applications is one of the important factors while deploying these web applications [3] . So to increase the quality of software, testing plays an vital role. Software development cycle becomes shorter and shorter; this makes the software testing more difficult. Manual testing is a time consuming process and it require human intervention. So to avoid these problems, automation testing came into picture.
Automation testing means to automate the testing process or activities including design and execution of test scripts and use effective software automation tools [4] . Automation testing improves the quality of software testing and minimizes the human intervention in software testing process. To support these tasks there are various commercial and open source tools available, such as Watir, JMeter, Selenium, QTP and many other. The Selenium automation tool considered most popular and open source tool for testing the web applications [7] .In this paper we have proposed automation testing framework based on the selenium webdriver and TestNG tool.
Basics of Selenium and TestNG
Selenium is composed of multiple software automation tools such as, Selenium IDE, Selenium RC (selenium 1.0), and Selenium webdriver (selenium 2.0) [7] . Selenium IDE is an integrated development environment to build the test scripts. It is a Firefox plug-in allow you to record edit and debug the selenium test cases [4] . It records all actions performed by the end user and generate the test scripts. Selenium remote control (RC) was main selenium project for long time. Selenium RC is slower than the selenium webdriver because it uses the java script program called selenium core [7] . Selenium RC requires to start the server before executing the test scripts. It doesn't support the Ajax applications. To avoid the limitations of selenium RC, selenium webdriver has been invented by merging selenium and webdriver.
Selenium webdriver is also known as selenium 2.0 [7] . Selenium webdriver directly communicate with the browser, so selenium webdriver is faster than selenium RC. Selenium webdriver supports multiple web browsers and also support for Ajax applications. The main goal of the selenium webdriver is to improve support for modern web application testing problems. Selenium webdriver supports multiple languages to write the test scripts. Selenium webdriver's API is simpler than the selenium RC's [5] . However, despite all advantages of selenium web driver, it has some limitations when testing the web applications. Selenium webdriver does not have built in functionality to generate the screenshots for failure test cases. Selenium webdriver does not have built in capability to generate the test results. It depends on third party tools to generate the test reports. This limitation can be avoided by using TestNG framework.
TestNG is a testing framework designed to overcome the limitations of JUnit testing framework [8] . TestNG provides some new functionality that makes it more powerful than JUnit. TestNG covers all categories of tests such as unit, functional, integration testing. In the proposed framework we have integrated TestNG with eclipse to generate the test report and execute multiple test cases in parallel. This TestNG report contains all the passed and failed test cases. TestNG report is very tedious to understand, so it requires some modifications. Each organization has different requirements about the test report. In proposed framework we have customized TestNG report according to organization requirements. So, organization can get the test report as they want. This report also contains the link for failure test cases. By using this functionality, developer can easily find out defects in web application.
Design of Automation Framework

Fig.1. Architecture of Proposed Framework
Proposed Work
We have designed test automation framework based on selenium webdriver and TestNG testing framework (Fig. 1) . The framework designed in this paper includes five components listed below.
Object Repository Input File Utility Section Test Suite Customization Test Report
Object repository
Selenium webdriver supports various types of locator to locate the web page elements. Web page elements can be located by its id, link text, xpath or css locators. Object repository stores all the locators of web page elements. This will simplify the task of maintaining and repairing the test cases. For e.g. previous version of web application contains 'Login' button. In next version of web application 'Login' button changed to 'Login Now', so it is required to change the all the test cases which contains the 'Login' button [2] . To avoid such kind of problems, we have implemented object repository which contains the id's, xpath and link text for all web page elements. Whenever tester writes the test case, tester will use the information to locate the web page element. This will reduce the maintenance cost of test cases. Whenever change occurs in web application elements, tester needs to change only object repository.
Input file
In Web application, end user needs to enter some information for e.g. Gmail login requires user name and password to login. Such kind of inputs stored in input file. Instead of entering same information in web application, tester may access these inputs from input file. In this file tester can store the input values required by web application.
Utility Section
Utility section contains two files which are described below.
1.
User Actions File:Selenium webdriver doesn't support the direct functions to perform certain operations like clicking a button, selecting checkbox etc. This section contains the common functions like click button, select checkbox, click link etc. This will reduce the redundancy of code in test script. This file also contains the application specific functions for example if web application contains table and you need to verify particular column is sorted or not. To verify this kind of application specific functionality, separate functions can be created. These functions will be useful for writing different test cases.
2.
Utility file: This file comprises the common functionality of web application like login and logout. In test suite tester need to login to web application to test internal functionality of application and log out after completion of suite it needs to logout. To avoid this kind of repetition, we have added login and logout functions in utility file.
3.
Screenshot Generation: Selenium webdriver does not support the screenshot for failure test cases.
We have implemented new function that will take the screenshot for failure test case only. Using this function tester can easily capture the error occurred in web application. This will also help to developer to analyze their failure. After execution of test suite, screenshots for failure test cases are stored in directory according to date wise folder.
Steps to generate screenshot 
Test suite
In Web application, end user needs to enter some information for e.g. Gmail login requires credentials to login. Such kind of inputs stored in input file. Instead of entering same information in web application, tester may access these inputs from input file. In this file tester can store the input values required by web application
Customization of test report
Selenium webdriver doesn't support built in functionality to generate the report .Here we are using TestNG testing framework to generate the test report. TestNG generates the report in HTML format, which is tedious to understand. Some organization want specific format of report. So there is need to customize the TestNG report according to organization.
We have implemented one class in which we have captured the TestNG report. We have used iText library to generate the report in PDF format. IText is an open source library that allows you to create or manipulate PDF documents. This class implements ITestListener of TestNG framework. This report contains the link to the failure test case screenshot. So, one can easily verify the error page of web application.
Email customized report to respective person
After customization of test report, it needs to send to respective authority. Here we have used mail.jar for sending the mail to the respective person. Mail.jar file support multiple protocols like SMTP, POP3. After each test suite we have used the sendreport () method to send the test report.
Implementation Result
After use of implemented automation testing framework, the regression testing efficiency is highly improved. Tester can write the test cases twice than older approach of writing test cases. This minimizes the human resource required to test the web application. The maintenance cost of test cases also reduced due to centralized repository. As the version of web application changes, you need to change only object repository for newly added elements. Sometimes test cases are failed due to synchronization issues of selenium webdriver not due to web application defects. This framework reduces the error rate of failing the test cases due to synchronization issues. Ultimately passing rate will increases. This shows the accuracy of proposed framework over traditional approach of testing.
We have executed test suite of 250 test cases on student information system web application. After automation run we got the following results (Table 1 .) in terms of overall pass rate, failure rate, execution time etc. Pass rate shows that test case gives the exact result as manual test case gives. Sometimes web application works correctly but test cases fails due to synchronization. Proposed framework synchronizes the test cases properly, so failure rate is reduced than traditional approach. Test report is customized according to organization need; this improves the readability of test report (Fig.3) . After automation run is completed customized reports are sent to stakeholders. These stakeholders can analyse details and failure if any. Screenshot property provides an efficient way to developer to fix their bugs by just clicking on screenshot link in test report. Fig.3 . Result of the report customization
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed new automation testing framework to test the web based applications based on selenium webdriver. In order to test the web application proposed automation framework surely reduces the time required to write the test cases and increase the pass percentage of test cases. It also reduces hectic workload of tester. By using this framework one can generate the customized test reports and also analyze the failures using screenshots of failed test cases. Tester can maintain the all data from central place. This framework is very useful for dynamically changing web applications. The automation test scripts are easy to understand using this framework. In this way automation framework helps organization to test web applications efficiently.
